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Chapter 7, 7.19 #299 - end 

 
19:02:29 AG-Scribe: Namaste all! 
 
19:03:35 AG-Scribe: homework from last week: who memorized verse 296? 
19:04:41 AG-Scribe: artho jijnasu artharthi jnani 
19:06:10 AG-Scribe: tapasya 
19:06:16 AG-Scribe: meditate on the I AM statements 
 
19:06:21 AG-Scribe: Episode 20!! Continuation of chapter 7 
 
19:08:11 AG-Scribe: the magnitude of an avatar coming and creating a crisis that could not be 

forgotten. 
19:08:28 AG-Scribe: be host to the problem so that the solution could be spoken. 
19:08:35 AG-Scribe: 7582 years ago, according to the research of Nilesh Nilkanth Oak 
19:09:32 Sandi - VASA: Gita was spoken 5561 BCE. 
19:10:13 AG-Scribe: at least 250 astronomical references using a soli-lunar calendar that makes 

it precise, along with the most precise language - samskritam - the language that was 
purposefully perfected, created as a programming language so that the knowledge of 
who we are could not be lost or diminished. 

 
19:10:16 JA chants: guru mantras: 
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Om ajna timirandhasya 
jnananjana shalakaya 

chakshur unmilitam yena 
tasmai shri guruveh namahah 

 
I bow to the divine guru, who, with the torchlight of knowledge, 

has forced open my eyes that were blinded by the darkness of ignorance. 
 

Om guru brahma guru vishnu 
guru devo maheshvaraha 
guru sakshat para brahma 

tasmai shri guruveh namaha 
 

The guru reveals Brahma, the creator 
The guru reveals Vishnu, the preserver 
The guru reveals Shiva, the destroyer 

The guru reveals the supreme Brahman 
I offer my respects to such a divine guru. 

19:10:57 AG-Scribe: most of us come from another culture, not the Indic culture. 
19:11:14 AG-Scribe: most of us come from the culture that stole all the Indic culture and 

resources. 
19:12:31 AG-Scribe: what we call religion is junior college, and yoga is universe-ity. junior 

college is not (all) bad knowledge, but it is lower, more violent. 
19:12:49 AG-Scribe: this conflict scheduled by the Supreme Being who avatared into it. 
19:13:20 AG-Scribe: at the moment in history when the entire planet was going to go through 

a shift, so the Sanskrit texts needed to go from oral to written. 
19:14:07 AG-Scribe: the other religions do have a few books, but the Vedic library is bigger 

and covers a lot more topics, e.g., science. 
19:15:36 AG-Scribe: Aristotle and Plato, disciples of Socrates, downstream of Pythagoras – 

“Pitta Gurus” - from Sanskrit 
19:16:26 AG-Scribe: the early church killed 300,000 Gnostics (jnanis) - yogis. 
19:16:41 AG-Scribe: we're in the midst of radical changes right now. 
19:17:09 AG-Scribe: getting rid of racial/skin color and gender enslavement. we're in recovery 

right now. political chaos 
19:18:08 AG-Scribe: we have been traumatized. this more ancient knowledge remedies it. 
19:18:34 AG-Scribe: “epic existentialism” 
19:19:15 AG-Scribe: unlocking a locked cabinet in our consciousness right now with this new 

Bhagavad Gita and JA's teachings. 
19:19:58 AG-Scribe: all past tellings of the stories of India in the West before Prabhupad did 

not reveal the true nature of Krishna. Prabhupad was the first Vaishnava to come and 
bring the bhakti teachings to the West. 

19:22:09 AG-Scribe: post-Buddha Dharma (500 BCE) ... 5000 years after the Mahabharat... The 
whole Indian civilization has been recovering since the days of the Mahabharat. 
Vedanta lineage – Shankaracharya (6th c.), Ramanuja Acharya (9th c.), Madhvacharya 
(11th c.), Chaitanya Mahaprabhu (15th c.). They each taught what was necessary and 
what the people could understand at that particular moment in time and the current 
historical circumstances. 
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19:22:54 AG-Scribe: when the Buddha was born, he was a prince, but the astrologers predicted 
he would become a monk. 

19:23:14 AG-Scribe: the Buddha Dharma is Vedic knowledge minus Vedanta – the final 
conclusion. It says who we are not – nirvana – but not who we are – Brahman/the 
atma. It’s what was needed at that time when the Brahmins themselves had become 
degraded. 

19:23:36 AG-Scribe: the new age movement is the result of the reform movement started by 
the Buddha. 

19:23:56 AG-Scribe: progressively Shankara brought Brahman back into it, brought the Veda 
back, Vedanta. 

19:24:07 AG-Scribe: he stopped at Brahman - will just teach Brahman -- it's all one. 
19:24:16 AG-Scribe: the other part of the new age movement 
19:24:28 AG-Scribe: Buddha said there’s no real you, it's all matter and illusion. 
19:24:50 AG-Scribe: Shankara said it's all one and we are all one - parked at Brahman, it's all 

light, there’s no individuality. 
19:25:17 AG-Scribe: (he didn't say it exactly that way, but it gets popularized differently) 
19:25:25 AG-Scribe: it's all white light, the rest is illusion. 
19:25:32 AG-Scribe: neither one is the complete story. 
19:26:10 AG-Scribe: no social cohesion right now 
19:26:24 AG-Scribe: is this all one? 
19:26:26 AG-Scribe: no! 
19:26:39 AG-Scribe: nor is it "all good." 
 
19:27:06 Aaron Moon Cantwell: touché 
19:27:17 Andrea G.: Yes - he’s on fire tonight!! 
 
19:27:30 AG-Scribe: people don't want to bother with the details. 
19:28:31 AG-Scribe: the real issue is you didn't show up as a oneness or as an emptiness. you 

showed up as a unique baby. we still have the existential dilemma that we have a 
body, have to work, have to make dinner... doesn't sound like it's all one!! it makes us 
pretend we've solved the problem, but it hasn’t. 

19:28:57 AG-Scribe: in India it repaired the destruction wrought by colonization and all the 
problems, one step in the right direction. 

19:29:39 AG-Scribe: Ramanuja - Vasistha Advaita - qualified oneness.  
Madhva – “difference is real” x3 – emphasized distinctiveness and individuality. 

19:30:13 AG-Scribe: you can't just throw it out! First and foremost, you are the individual. not 
just a little bit individual. it is the basic existential truth. 

19:30:50 AG-Scribe: two fingers raised – distinctive, not duality. each one of us is a distinctive 
individual, and only we the individual is on our journey of self-actualization. only we 
the individual are having our own experience. 

19:31:06 AG-Scribe: and if you disagree with that, you have to be an individual to disagree, so 
you can't!! 

19:31:28 AG-Scribe: "I" am defending the emptiness??? 
19:31:45 AG-Scribe: two fingers up originally meant “you means you” (now it means the peace 

sign) 
19:32:36 AG-Scribe: Chaitanya said if you're an individual, maybe you've fallen in love with 

someone else and you've probably noticed how beautiful everything is and that it 
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drives you crazy. It’s the thing that's dragged you through your life. some love or 
beauty that couldn't be denied. 

19:32:57 AG-Scribe: Romeo and Juliet - still being played! 
19:33:12 AG-Scribe: how do you explain that love? if you don't, you haven't explained 

everything 
19:33:23 AG-Scribe: it's the mystery you have to explain. 
19:33:37 AG-Scribe: and you can't throw out that you're an individual. 
19:34:07 AG-Scribe: this historical re-unfoldment of the Vedic knowing is what the avatar was 

teaching 7582 years ago. 
19:34:21 AG-Scribe: Krishna was teaching all these things. 
19:34:57 AG-Scribe: it all almost got lost in the chaos, terrorism & exploitation of colonization. 
19:35:23 AG-Scribe: but don't become angry and hateful about what happened in the past. This 

is to be the medicine for it! 
19:35:40 AG-Scribe: to answer our existential dilemma so we realize we are all part of one 

great reality – Brahman. We are from there and we are all individuals. 
19:35:54 AG-Scribe: and there are things we can do as a human body and ultimately when we 

no longer need to be in the material world. 
19:36:03 AG-Scribe: reestablishing our individuality outside of the context of matter. 
19:36:39 AG-Scribe: it took Krishna the first 6 chapters to describe our journey. what is yoga. 

Arjuna is saying it’s impossible. 
19:37:35 AG-Scribe: Ch. 6 Krishna says after you pursue yoga you go to svarga loka, have a 

vacation life, live with the devas, no pain, you're in the ideal realm, you are nature. 
You become a fairy in your next life basically ... 

19:37:43 AG-Scribe: then you come back in a reasonable family or a yogi family. 
19:37:53 AG-Scribe: and resume your yoga right where you left off. 
19:38:11 AG-Scribe: boom you're back! 
19:38:37 AG-Scribe: and if we had gotten all the answers from church and school we wouldn't 

be sitting here in these classes! 
19:39:46 AG-Scribe: Buddha, Shankara, Ramanuja, Madhva, Chaitanya… plus a few others 

that made significant contributions. 
19:40:01 AG-Scribe: each one has a slightly different interpretation of the Bhagavad Gita 

because of the historical moment in which they were explaining it. 
19:40:15 AG-Scribe: this Bhagavad Gita does not do this – it just gives out the verses, no 

interpretation. 
19:40:23 AG-Scribe: you can just read the whole thing through without commentary. 
 
19:40:28 Aaron Moon Cantwell: Even Rudolph Steiner has an interpretation. 
19:40:35 AG-Scribe: the classes give some commentary. 
19:40:47 Andrea G: imo Steiner was teaching yoga in ‘European.’  
 
19:41:16 AG-Scribe: now we get past chapter 6, we have heard we get back after being a deva 

and now Krishna is talking to us seriously as an individual. 
 
19:41:32 AG-Scribe: v. 299 
 
#299, Ch.7 v.19 

bahūnāṁ janmanām ante jñānavān māṁ prapadyate 

vāsudevaḥ sarvam iti sa mahātmā sudurlabhaḥ 
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After many, many births in pursuit of divine knowledge, one finally surrenders unto Me alone, saying: 

Vasudeva sarvam iti ‘Vasudeva is the vast source of all and is everything’. Such a mahatma is very rare. 

19:41:52 AG-Scribe: after many lifetimes of birth and death 
19:42:03 AG-Scribe: searching through all the knowledge to find the most important. 
19:42:16 AG-Scribe: one finally comes to realize that I personally am the source of all of it. 
19:42:23 AG-Scribe: Vasudeva = that (being) which contains everything 
19:42:28 AG-Scribe: all of this is inside Me. 
19:42:47 AG-Scribe: when you realize this… such a mahatma – a wide-minded atma with such 

a great scope of understanding – is very rare. 
19:43:33 AG-Scribe: this is not all one! He said He is the Source of Everything, and when you 

realize that you are beginning to catch on and use your individuality to the fullest, and 
now you are in the conversation and are really listening. It’s not all one!! 

19:43:54 AG-Scribe: and if you still think it's all one, you are not listening and won't follow the 
rest. 

19:44:09 AG-Scribe: but Krishna didn't say he's Brahman or Paramatma. 
19:44:14 AG-Scribe: he said he’s a Being. 
19:44:19 AG-Scribe: he didn't say we are all Brahman. 
19:44:29 AG-Scribe: so you can't cop out and go back to oneness! 
 
19:44:33 AG-Scribe: v. 300 
19:45:25 AG-Scribe: Krishna warning about the "many gods" – the lesser beings who are 

important but not the ultimate 
19:45:56 AG-Scribe: humans in their evolution are choosing what they want materially, so they 

can chant to a particular deva if they want what that deva has to offer. 
19:46:22 AG-Scribe: but Krishna facilitates that because it’s our choice if we want to hang out 

with say Indra or Surya or Chandra etc.  we can have those experiences, but no it’s 
not the final 

19:46:42 AG-Scribe: and those religions claiming we are saying those are the final haven't read 
the book! 

 
19:46:54 AG-Scribe: v. 301 
19:47:05 AG-Scribe: Krishna helps them please those devas. 
 
19:47:09 AG-Scribe: v. 302 
19:47:12 AG-Scribe: shraddha 
19:47:39 AG-Scribe: we do get the results we want but those results are ultimately given by 

Krishna, not the deva. 
19:47:55 AG-Scribe: it’s given not from their action but from Krishna. 
19:48:56 AG-Scribe: we're all different and we can get what we want. jiva atmas can get what 

they want and ignore the rest. 
19:49:14 AG-Scribe: Krishna is beyond the gunas and time, beyond prakriti. 
19:49:41 AG-Scribe: Krishna is hidden behind the veil of yoga maya 
19:50:00 AG-Scribe: it’s a relationship, and if you’re not qualified to see Krishna you can’t. 
19:50:13 AG-Scribe: can you walk up to some big wig’s door and just say hello? no 
19:50:39 AG-Scribe: you can know Krishna when you’re ready, but you have to be qualified 

and not hung up on lesser things because that's where your attention is going. 
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19:51:03 AG-Scribe: questions 
 
19:52:07 AQ&A – Odette: what is the name of the book on the Iroquois confederacy and 

constitution? 
19:52:13 AG-Scribe: we will get you the exact title. 
19:52:48 AG-Scribe: The U.S. Constitution and the Great Law of Peace, by Gregory Schaaf, 

foreword by Chief Jake Swamp 
19:53:22 AG-Scribe: the U.S. Constitution comes verse by verse from the Iroquois 

Confederation which existed for 1500 years before the white people got here. 
19:53:46 AG-Scribe: in 1988 US Congress affirmed this. 
 
19:56:27 Sandi – VASA: https://thetrackingproject.org/native-communities/remembering-jake-

tekaronianeken-swamp/ 
19:57:13 Sharon Hinckley: https://www.amazon.com/U-S-Constitution-Great-Law-

Peace/dp/0966694821/ref=sr_1_8?crid=1BP70R8X5QOE6&dchild=1&keywords=the+
great+law+of+peace&qid=1616036139&sprefix=The+Great+Law%2Caps%2C212&sr
=8-8 

 
19:55:24 Q&A – Aaron: v. 305 we want to be like someone, we offer to serve them... but who 

is Krishna talking about here in this chapter? sounds like this is talking about adi kari, 
but also sounds like it’s beyond about being adi kari. 

19:56:10 AG-Scribe: in this chapter he's treating us as individuals on a long journey – back to 
7.19 #299 – bahunam janmanam ante – after many births… We each had to go 
through each experience, each level in school... every single one. that is what makes 
you adi kari. you have to go through elementary school before you go to the next 
level. 

19:57:23 AG-Scribe: this is the actual teaching of the veda. we are on an incredible journey and 
we are incredible for being on it. are you ready for the next level? if not, go talk to 
the devas and Krishna will facilitate it. if you are ready, that's another level of adi kari 
and you have to step up and be face to face with Krishna. what is your relationship?? 
== bhakti yoga. 

 
19:57:59 Q&A – Reivin: #305 - how do you tell someone their preferred deva is not the 

ultimate? 
19:59:03 AG-Scribe: god = the smoke arising from a pagan fire sacrifice (hutam). that is what it 

means. 
19:59:19 AG-Scribe: you can make up a bunch of stuff about it, but the word does not mean it. 
19:59:39 AG-Scribe: Bhagavan XXX god 
20:01:11 AG-Scribe: the precision of Sanskrit moves the conversation to another level. can't do 

that in English. there are no equivalent terms. 
 
20:03:35 Q&A – Allan: #305 - yoga maya and free will? Krishna is not visible to those deluded 

by matter. He veils his identity to those not ready. 
20:03:36 Sandi - VASA: Our free will is our karma. 
20:03:53 AG-Scribe: mahamaya = prakriti 
20:03:59 AG-Scribe: yoga maya = the veil/entryway into Brahman 
 
20:04:11 Aaron Moon Cantwell: comparable to gunamayi? 
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20:04:22 AG-Scribe: Brahman is achintya. the manas faculty of our material body cannot 

construct an image of Brahman out of matter. it can't be done. 
20:04:28 AG-Scribe: Brahman cannot be represented within matter. 
20:05:02 AG-Scribe: however, an atma can be within matter directly perceiving Brahman, but 

has to give up the habits of perceiving according to the laws of prakriti. 
20:05:26 AG-Scribe: can't use your material equipment to observe Brahman with the equipment 

made of prakriti. 
20:05:42 AG-Scribe: what we see is distorted because time is destroying it. there is no time in 

Brahman. 
20:05:51 AG-Scribe: in prakriti everything has to have sequence to exist. 
20:06:04 AG-Scribe: there is no sequence in Brahman. 
 
20:06:15 Aaron Moon Cantwell: ahamkara 
 
20:06:20 AG-Scribe: but our atma is conditioned to be in prakriti and we can't use the prakriti 

methods to perceive Brahman. 
20:06:38 AG-Scribe: the process of becoming Brahman - aham brahmasmi - instead of aham 

kara. 
20:07:01 AG-Scribe: ahamkara - the subtlest energy level. We forget we are the atma, then we 

are under mahamaya as soon as we think we are matter. 
20:07:36 AG-Scribe: as soon as you know you are aham brahmasmi and stay there, your 

primary place of perception is no longer prakriti, but if we’ve had thousands 
(millions!) of lives, here how do we get over that habit? 

20:08:06 AG-Scribe: but because we are the atma, we can do it. With the right attitude, 
practice, tapasya, and upaya we can get rid of the twistedness that came from 
identifying with matter and say aham brahmasmi instead. 

20:08:14 AG-Scribe: say it all day long for a year!!! I am the atma. 
20:08:25 Andrea G: put it up on your mirror like Geza does!! 
20:09:03 AG-Scribe: always bring it back to become your first nature while we’re still in the 

realm of mahamaya. 
 
20:10:27 Q&A – Geza: v. 290 #12 – “I am the discernment of those who see everything as it 

truly exists” – buddhi - what is Krishna saying exactly? 
20:12:33 AG-Scribe: buddhi says neti neti - it tells you what you're not, not what you are. it's 

one of the 8 material faculties, but it is the one that turns you back toward Brahman. 
it can't describe Brahman, but it can exhaust your perception of matter until you see it 
as it is, made of parts. then the rest of your perception goes in a different method and 
has a direct connection with Bhagavan 

20:12:46 AG-Scribe: hard to discuss in human language. 
20:13:24 AG-Scribe: you’re in a direct connection with Krishna from then on, when you 

perceive Brahman and from that point forward that connection is what’s running your 
experience because you are in direct contact. 

20:14:03 AG-Scribe: going direct to Brahman and Bhagavan is preceded by the buddhi stage, 
saying what you're not. the Buddha was the personification of this stage of buddhi. he 
could say what you were not, but would not say what you were in that moment of 
history. 
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20:14:31 AG-Scribe: when you go past that point and perceive Brahman, that's also Krishna 
directly revealing himself to you, not being mediated by material faculty. 

20:14:56 AG-Scribe: HOMEWORK: bookmark this introduction - listen to the beginning of the 
class and listen again.  

 
20:15:09 AG-Scribe: short break thx 
20:15:16 Reivin Johnson: I asked about monoculture. 
20:16:57 AG-Scribe: Reivin maybe you can ask it again later in a different way so he doesn't 

focus on the language part of it. 
20:18:01 Reivin Johnson: For sure 
20:19:15 AG-Scribe: it was a great question because everyone thinks their truth is the truest. 
20:19:35 Reivin Johnson: I think the answer involves talking at a different level than the 

metaphorical or linguistic, but he doesn't want to talk about the geopolitical maybe lol 
idk. 

 
20:21:54 AG-Scribe: Krishna is slowly nudging us toward a direct connection with his person – 

could be intimidating. 
20:22:21 AG-Scribe: powerful persons in our journey in matter have for the most part been 

dangerous, so what Krishna is leading us away from is the conflict and toward 
friendly personal relationship between our self and Him. 

20:22:41 AG-Scribe: the problem is "Him" is the whole realm of Brahman, all the beings, all 
the possibilities – it’s immense!! 

20:22:46 AG-Scribe: and normally that has meant danger to us. 
20:23:17 AG-Scribe: so it takes a long time for us to wake up. If we don't volunteer for it, take 

the steps to wake up, we can't have a relationship with Krishna because we haven't 
activated our true self, the atma. 

20:23:37 AG-Scribe: it’s like we've been in a wheelchair of the body and we don't really know 
how to use the atma's "body." 

20:23:55 AG-Scribe: it takes lifetimes to get over it, especially because living in the world 
convinces us that we are our material body. 

20:24:30 AG-Scribe: this is what yoga really is and why they keep arguing about karma yoga 
and buddhi yoga. you can't drive your car only saying what you're not (or where 
you’re not going), you have to pay attention to everything that is going on = karma 
yoga. 

 
20:24:43 Sharon Hinckley: CAR Ma Yoga :-) 
 
20:24:47 AG-Scribe: now Krishna is throwing in bhakti yoga, something much more interesting 

and serious. 
20:25:20 AG-Scribe: we have relinquished our relationship with Krishna millions of lifetimes 

ago, but coming back into relationship with him will change how we live within 
matter and this is why he’s the chariot driver. 

20:25:45 AG-Scribe: we've been driving our own chariot but now Krishna is driving it, so we 
get into the habit of having a relationship and friendship with Bhagavan. 

20:26:00 AG-Scribe: here our biggest illusion is in our personal relationships. It’s where we 
invest the most. 

20:26:22 AG-Scribe: and we invest the most in long term relationships, so we grieve over 
people leaving their body. 
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20:26:34 AG-Scribe: but this is dealt with in Ch. 2 - dehi no smin! 
 

#60, Ch.2 v.13 
dehino ’smin yathā dehe kaumāraṁ yauvanaṁ jarā 

tathā dehāntaraprāptir dhīras tatra na muhyati 

Just as a person grows within their deha ‘perishable body’ from childhood to youth to adulthood and 

then to old age, so at the death of the deha, their dehi ‘immortal consciousness’ migrates to another 

deha. One who understands this is not confused by these changes. 

20:27:32 AG-Scribe: you go from baby to child to youth to mature to old age then leave the 
body - so at the time of death you're going to do that and it's just like changing 
clothes. Chapter 2 - one of the first verses of significance – you are the atma. It’s all 
clothes changing. so why are we so invested in persons that we can't keep, that we 
can't stay connected to, won't see again in that recognizable form...? 

20:27:45 AG-Scribe: mahamaya = that bondage to forms within matter as the definition of self 
20:28:01 AG-Scribe: until we completely give that up, we'll simply take birth again within 

matter because we’re still bound to matter. 
20:28:38 AG-Scribe: Krishna is slowly weaning us of our bondage to persons within matter and 

reestablishing a relationship between Him and us as persons. 
20:28:44 AG-Scribe: not as personas = masks 
20:29:01 AG-Scribe: but we spend all of our time taking care of our puppet (body) because 

that's what we have to do within matter. 
20:29:08 AG-Scribe: but Krishna doesn't care about that. 
20:29:35 AG-Scribe: to be a true yogi we need to be the puppet and live in the world, and not 

be the puppet and have a relationship with Bhagavan. not “god”!! Can’t have a 
relationship with smoke! 

20:29:55 AG-Scribe: Arjuna is having a relationship with a person while fighting a war. 
20:30:27 AG-Scribe: we have to have a body in matter and have relationship with the non-

material. and get over people we care about leaving their body. 
20:31:07 AG-Scribe: our existential journey is being highlighted in Ch. 7 - us going from life to 

life. you can decide how many times you're going to come back. you can finish it all 
in this lifetime == moksha 

 
20:31:12 #306 
20:31:36 AG-Scribe: Krishna starting to make some revelations about himself. 
20:32:06 AG-Scribe: setting up the parameters of a unique relationship. 
20:32:15 AG-Scribe: he sees all of the beings we can't see - he does and knows them. 
20:33:03 AG-Scribe: our thinking is, you're too vast to have a relationship with you, you know 

everyone. how can I have a personal intimate relationship with you?? too confusing. I 
give up and go to oneness or emptiness.  I can't accommodate such a complicated 
relationship. 

20:33:36 AG-Scribe: maybe Krishna’s existential dilemma is no one knows him completely!!? 
20:33:59 AG-Scribe: our existential dilemma is we must be too insignificant to have a 

relationship with Him. 
20:34:29 AG-Scribe: and the famous people feel even more lonely because no one really knows 

them, they just admire them and are fans. 
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20:35:13 #307 
How overwhelmingly bigger than us prakriti is = moha - overwhelming bewilderment 

20:35:33 AG-Scribe: if you focus upon that you will get completely absorbed in it and get lost 
in it again. 

20:36:02 AG-Scribe: and get caught in hating the persons that are not evolved yet or have 
perverted desires - wanting to keep matter in ways that you can't - the default settings 
that we have for being here for millions of births. 

20:36:16 AG-Scribe: our human logic says that's too big a number - how can I have been here 
for millions of births? 

20:36:20 AG-Scribe: = achintya 
20:36:55 AG-Scribe: in order to get beyond mahamaya you have to start thinking Brahman. so 

you deny the reality of matter because it's temporary, but that's a paradox! 
20:37:16 AG-Scribe: no!! it’s this excruciating stuck between both worlds!! 
20:37:41 AG-Scribe: "be here now" -- NO!!! stupid slogan. 
20:38:34 AG-Scribe: don't be where you are, be where you are while you actually be where 

nobody can see, and be who you are, be YOU now! have to transfer your 
relationships from temporary - why does that make you perverted and hateful? 
because it's all temporary 

20:38:47 AG-Scribe: this is what created Duryodhana - frustration with matter. 
20:38:55 AG-Scribe: one of the choices for the atmas living here within matter. 
20:39:04 AG-Scribe: become determined and focused just on their self. 
20:39:12 AG-Scribe: but they get lots of karma for it!! 
20:39:39 AG-Scribe: they can't see everyone as the atma while they rob them blind, so they 

mis-define them. 
20:39:46 AG-Scribe: it's all one big moha. 
 
20:39:50 Manjunath NV: this is very, very deep philosophy. never heard anything like this so 

far! completely astonished. 
20:39:55 Andrea: yes!! 
 
20:39:57 Sandi - VASA: #308 
20:40:41 AG-Scribe: call back to papa and punya. 
20:40:54 AG-Scribe: sukha, dukha, papa, punya 
20:40:58 AG-Scribe: sukha = sugar, pleasure 
20:41:04 AG-Scribe: dukha - put up your dukes = will give you pain 
20:41:29 AG-Scribe: all material circumstances are sukha or dukha and they’re created by papa 

and punya - working with or against the laws of nature. That’s the response - pleasure 
or pain. 

20:41:58 AG-Scribe: you get trapped in a cycle of pain and forget Bhagavan... 
20:43:22 AG-Scribe: when you really study this, you lose all your bearings in the material world 

and with all your friends etc... 
20:43:36 AG-Scribe: you won't maintain your own illusions or your friends’ illusions anymore... 
 
20:45:40 Sandi - VASA: #310 
20:47:24 AG-Scribe: don't give it all up, just change your focus as to what is the ultimate. don't 

have substitute ultimate among the many scattered pieces of matter. 
Bhagavan means that being who has all the bhagas, all the desirable things. we've 
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been content with having a little bit of it from other sources within prakriti and have 
been calling it enough. 

20:47:36 AG-Scribe: understand that Bhagavan is the source of it all. 
20:47:49 AG-Scribe: “Madhava seva manava seva” 
20:47:57 AG-Scribe: manava = manushas, humans 
20:48:04 AG-Scribe: Madhava = Madhu = Krishna 
20:48:18 AG-Scribe: one who gives a flavor 1000 times better than the sweetest honey = 

Madhusudana 
20:50:02 AG-Scribe: when the jiva atma is fully invested/attached to Madhava, they have no 

longer any necessities to obtain from other beings. so they serve them instead of 
demanding what they're supposed to get from them. serve them by giving what is 
appropriate to their level of adi kari == sanatana dharma. behave in every situation in 
the way that is best for very living entity. one part of you only serves Bhagavan, yet 
all of you is totally devoted to all living entities to the extent that you can serve them. 

 
20:50:13 AG-Scribe: Questions 
 
20:50:35 Q&A – Sarala: what does "adi" mean? 
20:50:42 AG-Scribe: = original 
20:51:17 AG-Scribe: Brahma Samhita mantra - George Harrison - govindam adi purusham 
20:51:45 AG-Scribe: Govinda = that being who is the loving keeper of the well-being of all (the 

"cows") 
20:51:51 AG-Scribe: tama aham bhajami 
20:51:53 AG-Scribe: I adore them. 
20:52:16 AG-Scribe: govindam adi purusham tama aham bhajami 
 
20:52:17 Sandi - VASA: George Harrison 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkXhWNEKBRA 
 

20:52:37 AG-Scribe: Oh original person, original being, accept my intimacy and friendship that 
I never forget. 

 
20:53:23 Sandi - VASA: Featuring Yamuna Devi from the Krishna movement - she wrote the 

amazing Krishna cookbook (my favorite all time cookbook) 
20:54:15 AG-Scribe: now our atma is not just thinking this or just saying this but now this 

bhajan is singing it out from the very core of our atma, describing these beauties that 
are endless and unlimited, all beautiful music is pouring forth from this flute. we want 
to go where all the music is coming from. we want to hear the ultimate concert. we 
want to be in connection with the source of all of the beauties. 

 
20:54:22 Sandi - VASA: or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B46rjU_q_cM 
 
20:54:28 AG-Scribe: and we can only share this with people who are ready for it. 
20:54:56 AG-Scribe: this is what Bhagavan is cultivating in us - our first line of joy seeking is 

from the adi - the original person, not all the secondary sources. 
20:55:11 AG-Scribe: and we have so much joy from that that we can put up with all the human 

[BS] 
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20:55:53 AG-Scribe: keep that endless love with Adi purusham, Adi daiva, Adi yajna, Adi 
atma, Adi bhuta -- all of that is now our main squeeze == bhakti yoga. Bhagavan 
becomes your main squeeze. 

 
20:56:36 Q&A – Kate: denying the reality of matter because it's temporary but still having to 

function in the world?? 
20:57:08 Andrea G: not a stupid question! It’s the basic existential dilemma!! 
20:57:17 Andrea G: oops he didn't say it. 
20:57:48 Andrea G: he said that people say that... 
20:57:58 AG-Scribe: what's in matter is temporary, not ‘not real.’ 
20:58:11 AG-Scribe: it is real! But it is temporary. 
 
20:58:36 Sharon Hinckley: I thought Jeffrey used the term “illusion.”  
 
[AG note: Buddhists etc. call it an illusion, and maya is usually mis-translated as illusion. See the 
definition of Maya from the glossary:] 
 
Maya: That which appears to be whole but is made of parts; appears permanent but is temporary. From 
the root ma, ‘to create an appearance using separate parts’ and miti ‘to measure’. The root ma gives us 
the English words mathematics, magic ‘the art of illusion’, and mage ‘one who sees beyond illusion’. 
Modern science is based upon the premise that the study of matter is the ultimate knowledge, whereas, 
in the Vedas, matter is studied because it is real, but it is also seen to be a temporary manifestation and 
a reflection of a higher transcendental reality. Like a mirage, an object is not what or where it appears to 
be. Because we are immortal beings, the temporary aspect of maya keeps us in bondage to matter. 

20:58:41 AG-Scribe: you the atma are real. 
20:58:56 Sandi - VASA: YOU being the ATMA. 
20:59:10 AG-Scribe: the material body is real not an illusion, but it is temporary and YOU are 

not 
20:59:26 AG-Scribe: the body does exist but it’s not YOU. 
20:59:31 AG-Scribe: but you do have to keep it alive. 
21:00:13 AG-Scribe: all matter is temporary therefore it can’t fulfill you permanently. 
21:00:35 AG-Scribe: to be in matter we have given up a permanent relationship with Bhagavan 

for a temporary reflection in matter and temporary relationship with other 
matter/people. 

21:01:05 AG-Scribe: if we believe we are all one we can’t be an individual, but we are a real 
individual forever. 

21:01:43 AG-Scribe: or realize the atma and realize the rest is temporary. don't throw it out 
because its temporary, but don't have a nervous breakdown when it wears out or dies 
either. 

21:02:06 Sandi - VASA: cherish it while you have it – it’s not yours to keep. 
21:02:10 AG-Scribe: yoga = don't love stuff that breaks into pieces permanently. Hold it for a 

little while but don't get attached because you can't keep it. 
21:02:21 AG-Scribe: why can't I keep this temporary moment?? drives us crazy! 
21:02:33 AG-Scribe: do what is needed but don't attach to it and call it self or permanent 
21:04:33 Sandi - VASA: FREE WILL of all entities 
 
21:04:38 Q&A – Reivin: #301 7.21 - people doing yajnas to devas helps keep the world/nature 

balanced. why is the world falling apart now? 
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21:05:41 AG-Scribe: if you don't have choice, you don't have individuality. people have to be 
able to have the free will to choose mahamaya over Brahman – it’s what gives us 
individuality. 

21:06:07 AG-Scribe: we can't imagine our self as having chosen to go on this journey and 
Krishna empowering us to go on this journey. 

21:07:06 AG-Scribe: Yudhishthira = dharmic fighter vs Duryodhana = dirty fighter 
 
21:07:21 Allan & Diane Robertson: Let’s call it Madder rather than Matter! Lol 
 
21:07:52 AG-Scribe: but being at the pinnacle of evolution doesn't affect other people other 

than teaching by your own personal example in the midst of everyone else’s chaos - 
how will they have a role model == guru, acharya 

21:08:16 AG-Scribe: you remove the gu, you stay in it, but you’re not stuck in it, you’re not 
hurt by it, you’re thinking of the well-being of all the beings. 

21:08:23 AG-Scribe: “dharmo rakshathi rakshitaha” 
21:08:39 AG-Scribe: those who protect life are gifted with the highest vision of who we are. 
21:09:05 AG-Scribe: Krishna is just patiently letting everyone be themselves, can't rush them 

because they are having their individuality. 
21:09:58 AG-Scribe: dhuratma = only interested in yourself, little circle 
21:10:35 AG-Scribe: mahatma = biggest view - it will take millions of years for everyone to get 

to a higher level because their individuality is sacred. Bhagavan will not take it away. 
 
21:10:50 homework #302 shraddha. Meditate upon what your shraddha is investing time upon 
21:11:10 homework #305 yoga maya - memorize it. 
21:11:24 HOMEWORK #302 - What are you investing your shraddha upon?  

2) Memorize WORD for the chapter: Yoga Maya #305 
‘Krishna’s mystical Brahman energies that act like a veil, protecting my true identity 
from those who are not yet qualified to see Me.’ 

 
21:11:36 AG-Scribe: George Harrison govinda story 
21:12:56 Reivin Johnson: JA needs to write an autobiography. 
21:15:50 AG-Scribe: if you really really want Krishna, he will really really show himself to you. 
21:16:01 AG-Scribe: you have to want it more than anything. 
21:16:19 AG-Scribe: only YOU can find that part of you that can love and want that much, 

stand up to that scale of immensity. 
21:16:27 AG-Scribe: Arjuna is role-modelling wanting Bhagavan that much. 
21:16:32 AG-Scribe: Madhava seva manava seva 
 
21:16:35 Andrea: jai 
21:16:46 Sharon Hinckley: Good Night 
21:16:49 AG-Scribe: homework: listen to the govinda song 20 times!! 
 
Last week’s homework – class #19: 
 

- Memorize v. 296 - 4 kinds of people who come to me: 
1. arto—they feel the miseries around them and ask Me for help. 
2. jijnasu—they are curious and seek higher knowledge from Me. 
3. artharthi—they seek wealth from Me for idealistic reasons to alleviate distress in society. 
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4. jnani—their strongest desire is to acquire self-actualizing wisdom by which to know Me. 
 

- Start seeing Krishna everywhere. Use the lists that start in Chapter 7 to remind you and 
trigger/identify all the places you see Krishna. 

- Compare this chapter in particular with other Gitas you have to see the clarity of this edition. 
 
This week’s homework – class #20: 
 

- Re-watch the introduction/first 40 minutes of the class on the lineages and differences 
between the Vedic final conclusions [we are hoping to post it as a separate public video but 
you all have access to the videos so don’t wait!] 

- “aham brahmasmi – I am the atma” – stick it up on your mirror and say it all day long for a 
year! 

- #302 - What are you investing your shraddha upon? 
- #305 – Yoga Maya – word of the day – learn it, memorize it, practice it – seeing the yoga 

maya rather than the mahamaya [hint: saying aham brahmasmi all day long will help!] 
Maya: ‘Krishna’s mystical Brahman energies that act like a veil, protecting my true identity from 
those who are not yet qualified to see Me.’ 

-  
- Listen to this mantra/video at least 20 times: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B46rjU_q_cM 
 

Govindam adi-purusham 
tam aham bhajami  
 
Venum kvanantam aravinda-dalayataksam  
Barhavatamsam asitambuda-sundarangam  
Kandarpa-koti-kamaniya-visesa-sobham  
 
Govindam adi-purusham tam aham bhajami  
 
Angani yasya sakalendriya-vrtti-manti  
Pasyanti panti kalyanti ciram jaganti  
Ananda-cinmaya-sad-ujjvala-vigrahasya  
 
Govindam adi-purusham tam aham bhajami  
Govindam 
 
I worship Govinda, the primeval Lord, who is adept in playing on His flute, with blooming eyes like lotus 
petals, His head decked with peacock feathers, the figure of beauty tinged with the hue of blue clouds, 
His unique loveliness charming millions of cupids.  
 
I worship Govinda, the primeval BEING, whose transcendental form is full of bliss, truth, substantiality 
and is thus full of the most dazzling splendor. Each of the limbs of that transcendental figure possesses 
in Himself, the full-fledged functions of all the organs, and eternally sees, maintains and manifests the 
infinite universes, both spiritual and mundane. 
 
(Translation from YouTube, not JA) 
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